Minor corrections:

Abstract-
1. Methods Second line- in vitro, it should be in vitro
2. Methods Last line- To evaluated it should be to evaluate

Introduction- Type introduction not background
1. First paragraph line third in vivo, it should be in vivo
2. Second paragraph line fifth- the two factors, should be the above factors

Methods-
1. Plant materials- line second In, should be in
2. Optimization – Last but third line 4000rpm, should be 4000 rpm
3. Anti bacterial activity- first line tannin extract was seen against (was seen to be added in the sentence)

Results-
Immunohistochemical examination-
1. second line those to be replaced by the above
2. sixth line- the parameters of group II and III were higher…… group I (is it not repetition of the sentence as mentioned in line second)